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Students who jump unis hit by visa rules

THE streamlined visa processing system has become a battleground between public
universities and private higher education, with immigration caught in the crossfire.

Immigration has been accused of siding with universities when international students exercise their
consumer right to switch to degree courses at private institutions.

For their part, universities complain that under the streamlined visa processing system, they remain
accountable for the immigration risk associated with students who, after arrival, "jump ship" for
cheaper degrees at private colleges outside the SVP arrangements.

Last month, the Immigration Department acted on university complaints by sending 1416 letters
warning students they had breached visa conditions by shifting to non-SVP providers,

Ian Pratt, of the Lexis English colleges that partner with universities, said there was a contradiction
between student choice, underwritten by the Education Services for Overseas Students Act, and the
SVP principle that kept universities accountable - even after students jumped ship.

"Students who would never have had a hope of receiving a visa under previous arrangements are
able to secure a place at a university, enter the country, promptly leave that university or university
pathway program to enrol at one of the many (questionable) providers that have mushroomed - and
then the university that first enrolled them is left to explain why they have not kept 'on track' the
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Some international students jump ship before beginning studies at the university that brought them in. Source: News Limited
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enrolment," he said.

Mr Pratt said some students jumped ship before beginning studies at the university that brought them
in, secured a refund of tuition fees and switched to discount or dubious providers.

There are reputable private providers who say the students targeted by Immigration include those
who made the switch after an acceptable six months of university study. "If the universities are upset
about losing students, perhaps there is a range of other measures they can do to keep them, like
offering a reward system to loyal customers," said Karl Konrad of the firm Australian Immigration
Law Services.

His newsletter quotes a student at a non-SVP provider, : "I've never heard of SVP and now the
immigration department is sending a letter which seems to be threatening visa cancellation simply
because I have changed my school."

A spokesman for Immigration said students who entered via SVP and then shifted to a non-SVP
provider "are likely to be in breach of their visa conditions and may, as a result, be subject to visa
cancellation".


